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A BSTR ACT

The therapeutic limitations of conventional chemotherapeutic drugs present a challenge for cancer therapy; these shortcomings
are largely attributed to the ability of cancer cells to repopulate and metastasize after initial therapies. Compelling evidence
suggests that cancer stem cells (CSCs) have a crucial impact in current shortcomings of cancer therapy because they are largely
responsible for tumor initiation, relapse, metastasis, and chemo-resistance. Thus, a better understanding of the properties and
mechanisms underlying CSC resistance to treatments is necessary to improve patient outcomes and survival rates. In this review,
the authors characterize and compare different CSC-specific biomarkers that are present in various types of tumors. We further
discuss multiple targeting approaches currently in preclinical or clinical testing that show great potential for targeting CSCs. This
review discusses numerous strategies to eliminate CSCs by targeting surface biomarkers, regulating CSC-associated oncogenes
and signaling pathways, inhibiting drug-efflux pumps involved in drug resistance, modulating the tumor microenvironment and
immune system, and applying drug combination therapy using nanomedicine.
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INTRODUCTION
Cancer stem cells (CSCs) are a small subset of cancer cells
with the ability to self-renew and initiate tumor growth.
They were first discovered in acute myeloid leukemia
(AML) in the late 1990s.[1] Since then, CSCs have been
discovered in many solid tumors.[2-6] Within the last two
decades, CSCs have become a subject of intense research
as a potential target for cancer therapeutics.
The discovery of CSCs led to a major shift in cancer
modeling. Previously, cancers were thought to be made
up of equipotent malignant cells which either renewed or
differentiated stochastically, giving rise to a heterogeneous
tumor. In contrast, the CSC model suggests that a hierarchy
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exists among tumor cells, with CSCs at the top, producing
the bulk of the tumor cells while maintaining their own
renewal.[5] A third model, clonal evolution, states that
heterogeneity comes from genetic or epigenetic changes
that arise during cancer progression. The CSC and clonal
evolution models are not mutually exclusive, as CSCs
can also evolve over time, generating different clonal
subpopulations within the tumor.[6]
CSCs share a number of properties with normal stem
cells (SCs). Both typically make up a small percentage
of the total number of cells in a tissue, they are largely
quiescent, and, most notably, they are multipotent and
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can self-renew indefinitely. Many pathways vital to SC
function, such as Wnt, Hedgehog, Notch,[7] and PI3K/Akt,[8]
are dysregulated in CSCs, potentially contributing to
neoplastic transformation. For example, cases of multiple
myeloma have displayed abnormal signaling in response
to elevated levels of Hedgehog ligand secreted by tumor
stromal cells,[9] and upregulated Notch4 signaling has been
implicated in drug-resistant breast CSC activity.[10] Like
SCs, CSCs are able to repair damaged DNA more quickly
and overexpress drug-efflux pumps such as ATP-binding
cassette (ABC) transporters. In a glioblastoma model,
aberrant Akt signaling contributed to overactivation of the
ABC transporter ABCG2 in CSCs, leading to increased drug
expulsion and rendering them resistant to mitoxantrone.[11]
CSCs may also contribute to metastasis. During normal
wound healing, cells are able to migrate to the wound site
through the epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT)
process. CSCs may also undergo EMT when migrating
from the primary tumor site. Another theory hypothesizes
that the CSC microenvironment -- including the
surrounding vasculature -- facilitates metastasis.[12] While
the exact mechanisms have not been discovered, there are
many reports of CSC-driven metastasis. In fact, numerous
studies have used breast CSC-rich cell lines such as MDAMB-231 to first produce primary tumors and then seed
lung metastases.[13,14]
Studies of CSC-targeted therapy depend on the isolation
and enrichment of CSCs. They can be identified, isolated,
and characterized by several methodologies, including flow
cytometric analysis of CSC-specific cell surface markers,
detection of side-population (SP) phenotypes by Hoechst
33342 dye exclusion, changes in aldehyde dehydrogenase
(ALDH) enzymatic activities using an aldeflour assay,
ability to grow as suspension spheres in serum-free medium,
SC-related gene expression, and auto-fluorescence.[6,15-17]
There are no widely accepted techniques solely developed
to isolate CSCs, necessitating the use of combination
markers and methods rather than single strategies.
Surface marker-based assays have become the mostly
commonly used method.[18] Table 1 summarizes the list
of cell surface phenotypes of CSCs in different tumors.
The detection can be performed with specific antibodies in
flow cytometry, competitive ELISA, or magnetic beads.[19]
Dick and coworkers showed the first evidence of the
presence of CSCs in human AML by the flow cytometric
display of the CD34+CD38- surface marker phenotype.[20]
A breast CSC subpopulation was identified and isolated by

the combination of CD44 and CD24 markers.[2]
Functional CSC properties like intracellular ALDH
enzymatic activities and ABC transporter efflux activities
of vital DNA dyes such as Hoechst 33342 have been used
for CSC isolation.[21,22] Increased aldehyde dehydrogenase
isoform 1 (ALDH1) activity has been used to identify
and analyze different types of CSCs. Furthermore, CSCs
have a distinct efflux mechanism, stemming from their
high expression of ABC transporter proteins.[15] These
cells, referred to as the “side population” (SP), are able to
actively transport fluorescent dyes such as Hoechst 33342
out of the cells. Flow cytometric SP analysis has been
performed with numerous cancer cell lines and the SP has
shown enriched CSC activities.[21]
A subpopulation of CSCs exhibit intrinsic autofluorescence
and were shown to be exclusively linked to a functional
CSC phenotype in different epithelial tumors. These
autofluorescent cells had CSC characteristics such as
high self-renewal, long-term tumorigenic capacity,
invasiveness, and chemoresistance. These cells have
intrinsic autofluorescence with excitation wavelengths at
488 nm and emission at about 520 nm. This new marker
has been proven to be a more reliable and accurate way to
identify and characterize CSCs.[16,23]
Another important functional property of CSCs, as well as
normal stem SCs, is the ability to produce sphere-forming
colonies from a single cell in serum-free medium or in soft
agar medium, as differentiated cells cannot survive and
proliferate in this environment.[24] Thus, several studies
have used the sphere formation assay as an efficient
method for isolating, enriching and maintaining CSCs
from various primary tumors. Generally, these CSC-driven
spheres are greater in both number and size as compared
to ones generated from non-CSCs.[18,25] These spheres
clearly demonstrated stem-like properties and expressed
characteristics of CSCs.[16]
Here, we will focus on cancer therapeutics which can
target CSCs. The development of various strategies that
can act effectively against CSCs has been categorized into
six groups, as shown in Figure 1.

REGULATING CSC SIGNALING
PATHWAYS
Many signaling pathways are deregulated in CSCs and
are potential targets in anti-CSC therapies. Overactivation

Table 1: Cancer stem cell surface markers in human cancers
Tumor types
Surface marker on the CSCs
Breast
Colon
Glioma (brain)
Leukemia (AML)
Lung
Melanoma
Ovarian
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CD44+/CD24-, CD133+, EpCAM+
CD133+, EpCAM+, CD44+
CD133+, CD15+, CD49f+, CD90+
CD34+/CD38-, CD123+
ABCG2, CD133+
ABCB5, CD133+, CD20+, CD271+
CD44+, CD117+, CD133+
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Figure 1: Novel therapeutic strategies for targeting cancer stem cells

of the Notch pathway has been implicated particularly
in breast CSCs, possibly by influencing the EMT and
contributing to the invasiveness of the CSCs.[26] One
group investigated the effects of the bioactive compound
psoralidin on Notch signaling in a breast cancer model. The
plant-derived drug inhibited Notch signaling in both bulk
tumor and CSCs, resulting in decreased mammosphere
formation, upregulation of pro-apoptotic proteins, and
inhibition of CSC proliferation.[27] Other studies have
demonstrated that inhibiting Notch signaling resensitizes
breast cancer cells to doxorubicin and docetaxel.[28]
The Hedgehog signaling pathway may also contribute
to CSC formation. Hedgehog signaling controls cell fate
and proliferation in embryonic SCs, but dysregulation of
the pathway has been associated with CSC generation.
Cyclopamine was the first Hedgehog antagonist to be
identified and its effects have been studied in many
cancers.[29] Cyclopamine depleted CSCs and induced
tumor regression in a chronic myeloid leukemia model,[30]
decreased tumor growth rate in a medulloblastoma
model,[31] and inhibited proliferation of pancreatic CSCs.[32]

SILENCING ONCOGENES
RNAi is biological processes in which small interfering
RNAs (siRNA) cause complementary target mRNA to be
degraded, thereby silencing the gene. While there are many
RNAi-based strategies which target bulk tumor cells, fewer
studies have shown CSC-specific RNAi. One group used
lentiviral short hairpin RNA (shRNA) to silence the human
papillomavirus gene E6 in CSC-enriched cervical cancers.
They discovered that after shRNA exposure, CSC growth
and sphere formation were dramatically inhibited. E6 is
upregulated in cervical CSCs, and E6 silencing also led to
decreased CSC self-renewal through TGF-β modulation.[35]
Another study also used shRNA to silence HMGA1, an
oncogene overexpressed in CD133+ colon CSCs. HMGA1
knockdown restored normal SC properties to CSCs,
including quiescence, increased asymmetric division, and
decreased self-renewing division. HMGA1 silencing was
also linked to increased p53 expression.[36] Both E6 and
HMGA1 may be viable targets for anti-CSC therapy.

The application of RNAi in the clinic has been hampered
by the inability to deliver high enough doses to the tumor
Hedgehog abnormalities are linked to aberrant Wnt
site. One group has used targeted siRNAs to downregulate
pathway activity. It is believed that Wnt plays a role in
CSC oncogenes in vivo. They used PEGylated EpCAM
maintaining the self-renewal capabilities of CSCs. CD44,
aptamers to guide siRNA to EpCAM-overexpressing
a CSC marker, is an important target for Wnt signaling, and
breast CSCs. The siRNA accumulated at the tumor site and
CD44 knockdown resulted in decreased tumor formation in
resulted in an 80% knockdown of the survivin gene, which
an intestinal cancer model.[33] Another group tested several
inhibits apoptosis and promotes chemoresistance in CSCs.
small molecule antagonists of Wnt and reported reduced
When combined with doxorubicin, the aptamer-siRNA
chimera improved survival rates of tumor-bearing mice,[37]
mammosphere formation in vitro and halted tumor growth
[34]
demonstrating the effectiveness of anti-CSC RNAi in vivo
in vivo in a breast cancer model.
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as well as in vitro.

accumulation of doxorubicin and a 4-fold resensitization.[44]

TARGETING CSC SURFACE MARKERS

Nanotechnology can be used alone or in combination with
drugs or RNAi of ABC transporters. Triblock copolymers
by themselves have been shown to resensitize P-gpoverexpressing tumors to chemotherapeutic drugs; one
group incorporated such a copolymer into polylactic acid
micelles and reported overcoming multidrug resistance
(MDR) in a paclitaxel-resistant breast cancer cell line.[45]
One ABC transporter inhibitor, ritonavir, was conjugated
with copolymer nanoparticles to increase uptake into
tumor cells and enhance the cytotoxic effect of doxorubicin
in drug resistant murine leukemic cells.[46] Another study
suppressed P-gp using siRNA-loaded dextran polymeric
nanoparticles in conjunction with doxorubicin treatment.[47]

One potential CSC therapeutics approach is targeting
CSC surface markers. One of the most established and
commonly used CSC biomarkers is CD44, which is a
cell-surface extracellular matrix receptor.[6] Many studies
represented CD44 antibody therapy as the major anti-CSC
approach. The first of these studies showed that H90 antiCD44 therapy successfully eradicated AML.[38]
CD133 is a transmembrane glycoprotein and is another
well-known CSC marker in several tumors such
as glioblastoma, hepatocellular and colon cancers.
CD133+ CSCs have shown resistance to chemotherapy
and radiotherapy due to their slower cell cycle, lower
proliferation, higher expression of DNA repair and antiapoptotic genes.[39,40] In a study by Carter et al.,[38] the
AC133 antibody was conjugated to a potent cytotoxic
drug, monomethyl auristatin, using a protease cleavable
linker. This antibody drug conjugate was efficiently
internalized, co-localized with the lysosome and showed
high effectiveness against hepatocellular cancer cells.
EpCAM has been discovered as a CSC marker in solid
tumors and is correlated with all the characteristics of
CSCs. EpCAM+/CD44+/CD24- population in breast
cancer had a significantly higher frequency of tumorinitiating cells. Moreover, ovarian cancer cells with high
EpCAM expression were involved in EMT, leading to
metastasis.[2,41] Humanized EpCAM antibodies have been
successful in both preclinical and early clinical studies,
showing potent anti-tumor activity.[38,41]

INHIBITING ABC TRANSPORTERS
CSC chemoresistance is due in large part to the
overexpression of drug efflux pumps such as ABC
transporters. Several pharmacological agents have
demonstrated inhibitory or neutralizing effects on these
transporters. There are three generations of inhibitors of
one of the main ABC transporters, P-glycoprotein (P-gp).
However, none have been approved for clinical use due
to a lack of specificity and adverse side effects. Recently,
a more specific P-gp inhibitor, vardenafil, has shown
promise in mitigating the effects of P-gp overexpression.
Vardenafil appeared to directly block P-gp-mediated drug
efflux and resulted in increased intracellular concentration
and cytotoxicity of paclitaxel and vincristine.[42]
RNAi has also been used to silence ABC transporter
genes. siRNA targeting P-gp reversed drug resistance in
a doxorubicin-resistant breast cancer model. Doxorubicinresistant cell lines are enriched with CSCs upon prolonged
doxorubicin exposure.[43] Exposing the resistant, CSCenriched cells to P-gp siRNA resulted in downregulation
of P-gp gene expression and led to increased intracellular
236

ENHANCING IMMUNE RESPONSES
It is hypothesized that CSCs are able to evade cancer
immunosurveillance due to phenotypic and functional
properties that allow them to survive in immunocompetent
hosts. Antitumor immune cells are detectable and relevant
to disease prognosis. Tumor associated antigens (TAA)
are encoded by lineage specific genes and are often
present or overexpressed on tumor cells.[48] In patients
with metastatic melanoma, circulating CD8+ T cells
targeting the TAA MART-1 were detected, although
they were functionally unresponsive.[49,50] These TAAspecific T cells may be rendered anergic in vivo, and it
is also plausible that CSCs downregulate their expression
of human leukocyte antigen class 1 molecules or TAAs
as another means of immunoevasion[49,50] Consequently,
immunotherapy has become one of the most promising
treatments for patients with metastatic cancer. Examples
of strategies developed to enhance the host immune
system are nonspecific immunomodulation to activate the
host’s immune response, and adoptive cell transfer of ex
vivo expanded lymphocytes, such as T cells and natural
killer (NK) cells.[48,51]
Nonspecific immunomodulation includes treatment of
patients with metastatic cancer using FDA-approved
cytokines such as IFNα and IL-2.[48,52] Administration
of high doses of IL-2 into experimental animals was
reported to reduce lung and liver metastases, and further
investigation was conducted in human patients with
metastatic melanoma, which demonstrated 15-20%
objective clinical response.[53,54] Several researches have
attempted to explain the role of IL-2 in immunomodulation,
and proposed that IL-2 induces expansion of T cells
with major histocompatibility complex (MHC) -specific
recognition of TAA to eliminate target cells.[54,55] One
disadvantage of this nonspecific antitumor immune
activation is it also upregulates the CD4+CD25hi Foxp3+
regulatory T cell (Treg) population, which impedes general
antitumor T cell function and contributes to tumor
immunoevasion.[52,56]
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Another promising strategy in targeting cancers in vivo
is adoptive transfer of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)
engineered T cells, which can specifically target any
TAAs or cancer stromal antigens with high binding
affinity. Preclinical models have been developed as a
proof of concept that CARs could also be used to target
CSCs.[57] Deng et al.,[58] for instance, demonstrated
that CAR T cell therapy could inhibit tumor growth of
highly metastatic prostate cancer that expresses low
levels of EpCAM. Other CSC-targeting adoptive T cell
therapies include CAR T cells which bind to a CSCspecific N-glycosylation-dependent epitope of CD133,[59]
high-molecular weight melanoma associated antigen or
chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan 4-specific CAR T cells
that were reported to specifically eliminate melanoma
with a CSC phenotype,[60,61] and epidermal growth factor
receptor variant III (EGFRvIII) specific CAR T cells
which target glioma SCs.[62]
Cells in the tumor microenvironment was also found
to express several negative immune regulators such as
programmed cell death 1(PD-1) and its ligand (PD-L1),
cytotoxic T lymphocyte associated 4 (CTLA-4), and
transforming growth factor β (TGF-β).[63] Engagement
of CTLA-4 attenuates activation of downstream
inflammatory cytokines, which contribute to T cell
antitumor immunity, such as IL-2 and IFN-γ.[64,65] In
Tregs, the engagement of CTLA-4 is required for immune
suppression.[66] Antibodies blocking CTLA-4 engagement
were developed and tested for their cancer therapeutic
potential.[67] Wu et al.[68] showed that CTLA-4 monoclonal
antibody (mAb) was able to inhibit early stages of
tumor growth in a murine mesothelioma model and
improved tumor infiltration of CD8+ and CD4+ T cells.
In human patients with advanced melanoma, the CTLA4 mAbs ipilimumab and tremelimumab prolonged T
cell activation. However, only ipilimumab demonstrated
improved survival in phase III study of patients with
previously treated melanoma and gained FDA approval
for treatment of metastatic melanoma in 2011.[69] Future
applications of mAb CTLA-4 will most likely come in the
form of combination therapy to modulate the host immune
system in a more effective synergistic fashion .[67,68,70,71]
The second T cell regulatory pathway is the PD1/PDL1 axis, which inhibits lymphocyte activation. PD-L1
or B7 homolog 1 (B7-H1) is expressed in many tumors
including melanoma and cancers of the lung, colon,
ovarian, liver and breast.[63,72] PD1/PD-L1 binding triggers
apoptosis of B and T cells in the tumor microenvironment.
In tumors with upregulated PD-L1 expression, there is
decreased T cell infiltration, activation, and expansion,
effectively shielding CSCs against the host’s immune
response.[63,72,73] Most recently, the new immunotherapy
drug which has been approved by FDA in May 2016.
Tecentriq is a monoclonal antibody that targets the PD-1/
PD-L1 pathway by directly binding with a PD-L1 protein
expressed on tumor cells and tumor-infiltrating immune

cells. This immune checkpoint inhibitor will help the
body’s immune system fight against cancer cells.[74]
In addition to previously reported suppressor molecules,
CD200 (OX-2) is another immunosuppressive factor that
may have an important role in CSC’s immunoevasion.[75]
CD200 is co-expressed with CSC markers such as
CD133+ glioblastoma, colon and melanoma CSCs,
CD44+/CD24- in breast CSCs and CD44+ prostate
CSCs.[76,77] Upregulation of CD200 negatively correlates
with the levels of Th1 cytokines required for effective
T cell activation, such as IL-2 and IFNγ.[78-80] Shifting
of Th1 to Th2 cytokine production is observed in the
progression of many cancer types and is a characteristic
of the tumor microenvironment, especially in carcinomas
with poor prognosis.[78]

TARGETING THE TUMOR
MICROENVIRONMENT
The tumor microenvironment of CSCs has three
major characteristics: (1) chronic inflammation and
secretion of inflammatory cytokines,[81] (2) hypoxia,[82]
and (3) perivascular niches that regulate the capacity
of proliferation and differentiation.[83] Inflammatory
cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-8 activate the Stat3/
NF-κB pathways in tumor and stromal cells to further
secrete cytokines in a positive feedback loop that prompts
CSC self-renewal, angiogenesis, and metastasis.[81,84]
Moreover, the CSC population along with other cells
which coevolved in the tumor microenvironment are near
blood vessels that form a niche characterized by severe
hypoxia and increased angiogenesis.[82,83] These aspects
of the tumor microenvironment have been explored as
possible pharmaceutical targets of CSCs.
Recent studies have demonstrated decreased tumor
growth after blocking IL-6 and/or IL-8 cytokine
signaling.[85,86] One of the pharmaceutical molecules
tested was repertaxin, a non-competitive inhibitor of
IL-8 and CXCR1 signaling, which decreased tumor size
and increased efficacy of chemotherapy.[87] However, the
effects of blocking single cytokines is limited as both IL-6
and IL-8 are critical for xenograft tumor growth and the
combined expression of these genes correlates with poor
prognosis in patients with breast cancer. Therefore, coinhibition of both IL-6 and IL-8 was suggested to be a
more advantageous method to induce substantial effects
on tumor growth.[88]

Tumor hypoxia is another intriguing method for attacking
CSC niches. Hypoxia activates the hypoxia inducible
factor (HIF) pathway and upregulates HIF-1α, which
mediates multiple biological effects of hypoxia in
tissues and increases resistance against chemotherapy
and radiation.[89] Several small molecule inhibitors of
the HIF pathway have been pursued in clinical trials,
although only a few of them were successful. Bortezomib
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(Velcade®, PS-341) was approved by the FDA in 2003 for
use against multiple myeloma, followed by Temsirolimus
(Torisel®, CCI-779), approved in 2007 for use against
renal cell carcinoma. The majority of the other drugs -including Perifosine, 2-methoxyestradiol, Echinomycin,
Geldanamycin -- were terminated in either phase I or II
trials when they failed to show significant advantages.[89]
Lastly, targeting tumor vasculature is another way to
disrupt the CSC niche. Several agents blocking the
activity of vascular endothelial growth factor, which
drives the migration of endothelial cells and stimulates
angiogenesis, are being tested in initial phases of
clinical therapy with moderate success. These include
Bevacizumab (Avastin®), Cediranib (AZD2171),
Sunitinib and Vandetanib.[82,90-93]

NANOMEDICINE IN COMBINATION
THERAPY
Frequently after treatment, surviving CSCs induce
new tumor formation and metastases in which cancer
reappears in an even more aggressive form. With this
phenomenon in mind, an increasing number of CSCtargeted therapeutic agents have been developed over
the past several years such as salinomycin, curcumin,
thioridazine hydrochloride, sulforaphane, miR-34a,
and miR-130b.[94-97] Despite their therapeutic potential
in targeting CSCs, their clinical application has been
hindered by their hydrophobicity, poor specificity and
poor pharmacokinetics (PK) profiles.[98-100]
Recent developments in nanoparticle delivery systems have
provided new strategies to efficiently deliver therapeutics
that can overcome the challenges posed by CSCs and
improve therapeutic efficacy of CSC-targeting agents by
controlling release kinetics, prolonging circulation time
and improving bio-distribution. In a study by Zhou et
al.,[98] they used HPMA polymeric nanoparticles to deliver
a Hedgehog pathway inhibitor that efficiently eliminated
CD133+ cells within prostate tumors. Mamada and
coworkers designed mesoporous silica nanoparticles to
deliver a potent inhibitor of the Notch signaling pathway.
Their nanoparticle drug treatments efficiently targeted
CSC populations in the tumor. Furthermore, in the study
done by Wei and colleagues, salinomycin was conjugated
to a hyaluronic acid-based nanogel to target CD44+ drug
resistant cells which enhanced the therapeutic efficacy of
salinomycin.[97,98]
Another advantage of using nanoparticles is the
additional capability to modify their surfaces with
targeting agents such as mAbs and peptides. High target
selectivity and internalization can be achieved by surface
modification of nanoparticles with targeting moieties. As
previously discussed, CSCs are characterized by certain
surface markers; this allows specific targeting of CSCs
as a therapeutic strategy for drug delivery. Swaminathan
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et al.[101] demonstrated that their targeted nanoparticles
induced a significant tumor volume reduction compared
to untreated control and non-targeted groups in an in vivo
MDA-MB 231 xenograft tumor model by developing
paclitaxel-loaded polymeric PLGA nanoparticles
conjugated with CD133 mAb. In another study done by
Dou et al.,[94] myeloma CSCs were treated with silver
nanoparticles decorated with anti-ABCG2 antibodies on
the surface along with vincristine. Despite these advances
in the laboratory, targeted nanoparticle approaches in the
CSC field are still in the early preclinical development
stage due to limitations such as potential systemic
toxicity, unwanted side effects, and poor extravasation
and exposure to their targets.[97,98,102]
It has been shown that using a CSC-targeted inhibitor
alone is not very effective in reducing the tumor bulk due
to the fact that these inhibitors are not highly cytotoxic
as compared with conventional chemotherapeutics.
Thereby, dual targeting nanoparticles loaded with CSC
inhibitors and conventional cytotoxic agents can improve
clinical outcomes by effectively eradicating both CSCs
and bulk tumor cells at the same time. When compared
with the free drugs, the nanoparticle formulated drugs
were significantly more effective and less toxic both in
vitro and in vivo.[103-105]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES
It is clear now that conventional chemotherapy is not
enough to overcome the abilities of CSCs to self-renew
and metastasize. A combination of surface markers and
their functional properties have been used to identify
and isolate CSCs. Despite this progress, there is still a
lack of reliable and accurate CSC markers. This must be
overcome in order to develop therapeutic strategies with
higher specificity and fewer side effects.
Using either small molecule inhibitors or RNAi to target
CSC-associated oncogenes and signaling pathways have
resulted in decreased functionality and numbers of CSCs
and tumor regression in several pre-clinical models. CSCs
develop resistance to conventional chemotherapeutics,
but targeting ABC transporters resensitizes CSCs to
those same drugs. Several studies have shown greater
CSC targeting effects by employing antibodies against
CSC-specific biomarkers. Anti-CSC approaches such as
CD44 and EpCAM antibodies could selectively induce
differentiation and inhibit proliferation.
Modulating the immune system and tumor
microenvironment as a means of targeting CSCs has
shown encouraging results. However, the efficacy of
immunotherapy alone may be inadequate to produce clinical
results. Therefore, combination therapy with conventional
modalities as well as with immunomodulatory agents may
be of future interest to enhance therapeutic effects.
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As discussed above, nanocarriers enhanced the delivery
and cytotoxic activity of CSC-inhibitors. Several studies
introduced active targeting strategies of nanoparticle
surfaces to increase their specificity and cellular uptake
by CSCs. Lastly, researchers have been focusing on
nanoparticle-mediated drug combinatorial therapy. One
important advantage of nanocarriers is their capability
to incorporate multiple therapeutic agents in one carrier
system, allowing co-delivery of cytotoxic drugs and CSC
inhibitors to simultaneously target both bulk tumor and
CSCs. Patient cures will rely on the ablation of the entire
tumor. Ultimately, nanoparticle mediated combination
therapy may prove to be the most successful in eradicating
whole tumors.

4.

The CSC field is relatively new, and CSC-targeting
therapeutics is in their early stages. While many
advances have been made in CSC research, many of
these studies have been performed in vitro only, and none
are past the early clinical stages. Important factors such
as effective dosages and side effects must be elucidated
before employing cancer treatment plans that target
both differentiated tumor cells and CSCs. There is need
to improve the existing methods to precisely isolate,
identify and target CSCs. As mentioned, increasing
amount of nanomedicine have been evaluated about their
application potentials in CSC therapy, but only a small
amount of them can be approved to translate to clinical
treatment. With the fact that every cancer acts differently
in different patients, the development of personalized
combinational therapies may serve as a key to successful
treatments. Furthermore, it is important to realize that the
combination of nanomedicine and immunotherapy may
present a novel direction which shows great potential in
personalized cancer therapy.
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